Elastic Kirchhoff migration is implemented for the VSP recording geometry. The resulting migration formula requires measurement of the stress as well as the displacement. Since stress is not measured in a VSP, and in many cases the horizontal component of displacement is not measured, approximate migration formulas are given for these cases. The elastic migration formula for the case where only the vertical components are available, is the same as the acoustic migration formula, where the pressure data are replaced by the magnitudes of the elastic data as reconstructed from the vertical components, and the acoustic Green' s functions are replaced with either the P or S wave elastic Green' s functions. Two expressions for migration of two component displacement data are presented. In the first, the terms involving traction data are simply ignored. In the second, an improved backpropagation operator for the displacement field is obtained by replacing the traction data in the Kirchhoff integral by displacement data using Hooke' s law. The migration expressions for the cases where two component data are available produce images which are less contaminated by artifacts than the migration images of one component data.
The Elastic Kirchhoff Integral
The elastic Kirchhoff integral describes how to forward propa gate the displacement field when the displacement field and the stress field have been recorded on some surface. Kuo and Da; (1984) obtained a formula for elastic Kirchhoff migration for the case of constant background parameters with sources and receivers on a free surface. Elastic Kirchhoff migration for the VSP geometry is described here.
The elastic Kirchhoff integral in the frequency domain is fi(C, w) = /{
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where A is the unit vector normal to the surface S, w is angular frequency, ri is the displacement, the traction vector, < is
the stress tensor, T", is r"= x I (V.fi) + @u' s Cv) ,
where X is Lame' s parameter, n is the &ear modulus, 7 is the unit dyadic, and the Green' s displacement tensor, c", and the Green' s stress tensor, 5 can be written in terms of the Green' s functions g,(@,w) = AP(~~~)e'"r"(b~z~ , 
Pseudoreflection coefficients for Rpp, Rsp, and Rss can also be obtained.
Migration Without Stress Data
Stress data are not measured in a VSP. Since the stress data cannot be obtained from a single measurement of displacement at a given receiver location, the migration cannot be implemented as expressed by Equation (6).
However, if we utilize the assumptions of the migration prccess, stress terms can be replaced with displacement terms in the Kirchhoff integral. These assumptions are: 1) the data are in the far field; 2) the medium parameters are known (i.e., a background medium is assumed, through which the field is backpropagated); and, 3) the scatterers are point scatterers, and their locations are known (i.e., the process of focusing at an image point assumes the image point is a scatterer).
These assumptions allow us to use Equation (3) to determine the stress from the measured displacement along the diffraction curve as due to a point source located at the image point. Assumption (1) allows the spatial derivatives in Equation (3) to be expressed as temporal derivatives, and assumptions (2) and (3) allow the directions of the gradients in Equation (3) to be determined by ray tracing. Note that for a given receiver location, the stress determined by this method will be different for each image point.
If the image point is not actually a scatterer, the reconstructed stress terms will be incorrect. Hopefully, this will not be a very serious problem. If the image point is not a scatterer, the data along the diffraction curve will interfere destructively instead of constructively (assuming sufficient aperture), and, since no image will be produced, it should not matter whether the stress terms were reconstructed correctly or not. It should be emphasized that the stress data cannot be obtained from a single measurement of displacement at a receiver location. The process described above does not create a stress data set from the observed displacement data set. It utilizes the assumptions of Kirchhoff migration as implemented by a ray method to replace the stress terms with displacement terms in the Kirchlrofl migration integral (Equation (6)). For a given re ceiver, this "reconstructed" stress will be different for each image point. The true stress is never known. What this procedure has allowed us to do is to obtain an improved backpropagation operator (i.e., an improved weighting function) which operates only on displacement data. Using the above procedure, Equation(G) can be rewritten as (7) where K $ = B F v$ and the 2 x 2 matrix F is a function of 2, and the incident angle at the receiver.
Migration with only the Vertical Components of Displacement
In many VSP' s only the vertical component of displacement is measured. If Equation (6) is implemented without using the horizontal components (i.e., setting them equal to zero), the locations of the scatterers cau still be imaged. As in the caee where the stress data are not available, when the horizontal components of displacement are unavailable, one can make use of the aesump tions of Kirchhoff migration as implemented with a ray method to replace the horizontal component data with vertical component data. The resulting weighting function is simply ccc a, which is the same weighting as for the acoustic migration. Thus, elastic migration for the case where only the vertical components are available, can be implemented using the acoustic migration formula where the pressure data are replaced by the magnitudes of the elastic data as reconstructed from the vertical components 
Example
In this example, a synthetic VSP is generated using paraxial ray tracing (see Beydoun and Keho, 1987) from a model consisting of two flat interfaces. The recording geometry is shown in Figure 1 . The ray codee consisted of a direct P wave, and a primary reflected P wave and a primary reflected S wave at each of the two interfaces. The vertical and horizontal components of displacement are shown in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. 
